We study configurations consisting of a gravitating spinor field ψ with a nonlinearity of the type λ ψ ψ 2 . To ensure spherical symmetry of the configurations, we use two spin-
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, various fundamental fields have achieved widespread use in a variety of cosmological and astrophysical applications. In particular, this applies both to modeling the present accelerated expansion of the Universe [1] and to describing its early inflationary stage [2] . For this purpose, various scalar (boson) fields with spin 0 are most frequently employed. Such fields are also widely used in modeling compact astrophysical strongly gravitating objectsboson stars [3] .
However, there may exist gravitating objects consisting of fields with nonzero spin. They may be systems supported by fields with integer spin: Yang-Mills configurations [4] (consisting of massless vector fields) or Proca stars [5] (consisting of massive vector fields). In the case of spin-1 2 fields, the literature in the field offers both gravitating configurations with noninteracting spinor fields [6, 7] and objects supported by nonlinear fields. In particular, nonlinear spinor fields have been used in obtaining cylindrically symmetric solutions in Ref [8] (string-like configurations) and in Ref. [9] (wormhole solutions), and also in a cosmological context in Refs. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , where the role of spinor fields in the evolution of anisotropic universes described by the Bianchi type I, III, V, VI, VI 0 models or of an isotropic FriedmannRobertson-Walker universe is studied. In turn, for spherically symmetric systems, localized regular solutions have been found in Refs. [15, 16] . The papers [17, 18] study models of universe filled with tachyon and fermion fields interacting through the Yukawa scalar field. In Ref. [19] , a topologically nontrivial solution with a spinor field within the Einstein-Dirac theory has been obtained.
Configurations consisting of spinor fields are prevented from collapsing under their own gravitational fields due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. The distinctive feature of such systems is that since the spin of a fermion has an intrinsic orientation in space, a system consisting of a single spinor particle cannot possess spherical symmetry. In order to ensure the latter, one can take two fermions having opposite spin, i.e., consider two spinor fields. For each of such spinors, the energy-momentum tensors will not be spherically symmetric (due to the existence of nondiagonal components), but their sum will give a tensor compatible with spherical symmetry of the spacetime (see below in Sec. II).
In the case of configurations supported by noninteracting spinor fields, their total mass M ∼ M 2 p /µ, where µ is the spinor field mass, and it is generally much smaller than the Chandrasekhar mass, M Ch ∼ M 3 p /µ 2 . In the present paper, we consider the case of nonlinear spinor fields and show that in this case there is a possibility of increasing the total mass considerably.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the general-relativistic equations for the systems under consideration. These equations are solved numerically in Sec. III for different values of the coupling constant λ, and the possibility of obtaining configurations with astrophysical masses of the order of the Chandrasekhar mass is demonstrated, even in the case when |λ| ≪ 1. Finally, in Sec. IV, we summarize and discuss the obtained results.
II. FORMULATING THE PROBLEM AND GENERAL EQUATIONS
We consider compact gravitating configurations consisting of a spinor field and modeled within the framework of Einstein's general relativity. The corresponding action for such a system can be represented in the form [the metric signature is (+, −, −, −)]
where G is the Newtonian gravitational constant, R -the scalar curvature, and S sp denotes the action of the spinor field. This action is obtained from the Lagrangian for the spinor field ψ with the mass µ,
which contains the covariant derivatives 
Here, we will study the case of the simplest nonlinearity
Varying the action (1) with respect to the metric and the spinor field, we derive the Einstein equations and the Dirac equation in curved spacetime:
The right-hand side of Eq. (3) contains the spinor field energy-momentum tensor T ν µ , which can be represented (already in a symmetric form) as
Next, taking into account the Dirac equations (4) and (5), the Lagrangian (2) takes the form
For our purpose, we choose the nonlinear term appearing in this Lagrangian in a simple power-law form
where k, λ are some free parameters. Below, we take k = 1 to yield
[Concerning the physical meaning of the constant λ, see Eq. (12) below.] Since in the present paper we consider only spherically symmetric configurations, it is convenient to choose the spacetime metric in the form
where N (r) = 1 − 2Gm(r)/(c 2 r), and the function m(r) corresponds to the current mass of the configuration enclosed by a sphere with circumferential radius r; x 0 = ct is the time coordinate. In order to describe the spinor field, it is necessary to choose the corresponding ansatz for ψ compatible with the spherically symmetric line element (9) . This can be done as follows (see, e.g., Refs. [7, 21, 22] ):
where E is the energy associated with oscillations of the spinor field, f (r) and g(r) are two real functions. This ansatz ensures that the spacetime of the system under consideration remains static. Here, each row: (a) describes a fermion with spin 1/2, and these two fermions have opposite spins; (b) corresponds to the spinor ansatz of Ref. [6] ; (c) is related to the spinor ansatz of Ref. [7] by the expression ψ [7] = Sψ i , where i = 1, 2 is the row number from (10) . The matrix S is given by the expression [23]
Thus the ansatz (10) describes two Dirac fields, and for each of them the energy-momentum tensor is not spherically symmetric, but their sum yields a spherically symmetric energy-momentum tensor. To see the physical meaning of the arbitrary constant λ appearing in (8), let us write down the energy density ε of the spinor field [the 0 0 component of the energy-momentum tensor (6), with account taken of Eqs. (9)- (11)]:
It is seen from this expression that λ > 0 corresponds to the case of repulsion and λ < 0 -to the case of attraction. Now, substituting the ansatz (10) [by multiplying each row of (10) by the matrix (11)] and the metric (9) into the field equations (3) and (4), we havē
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the radial coordinate. Here, Eqs. (15) and (16) 
where M p is the Planck mass and λ c = /µc is the Compton length; N = 1 − 2m/x. Note here that using the Dirac equations (13) and (14) one can eliminate the derivatives off andḡ from the right-hand side of Eq. (16) . For numerical integration of the above equations, we take the following boundary conditions in the vicinity of the center:ḡ
where the index "c" denotes central values of the corresponding variables. The expansion coefficientsf 1 ,m 3 , σ 2 ,ḡ 2 can be found from the set of equations (13)- (16) . In turn, the expansion coefficients σ c andḡ c , and also the parameter E, are arbitrary. Their values are chosen in such a way that we have regular and asymptotically flat solutions with the functions N (x → ∞), σ(x → ∞) → 1. In this case the asymptotic value of the functionm will correspond to the ADM mass of the configurations under consideration. 
III. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
Integration of the equations (13)- (16) is performed from the center of the configuration (at x ≈ 0), where a particular value ofḡ c corresponding to the central density of the spinor field is specified, to some boundary point where the functionsḡ,f and their derivatives go to zero. Since with increasing distance the spinor fields decay exponentially fast asḡ,f ∼ e − √ 1−Ē 2 x , this point can be approximately regarded as some effective radius x eff of the configurations under investigation (by analogy with the case of boson stars [3] ). Depending on the value of the central density of the spinor field, x eff is of the order of several hundreds forḡ c ≈ 0, and it decreases down to x eff ∼ 10 forḡ c ∼ 1, i.e., as the central density increases, the characteristic sizes of the configurations under consideration decrease. In turn, the energy of oscillationsĒ, starting from the valueĒ ≈ 1 forḡ c ≈ 0, at first decreases asḡ c increases, and then can start growing again. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the dependencies of the Dirac-star total massM onĒ are shown for different values of the coupling constantλ.
In plotting the above dependencies we have kept track of the sign of the binding energy (B.E.), which is defined as the difference between the energy of N f free particles, E f = N f µc 2 , and the total energy of the system, E t = M c 2 , i.e., B.E. = E f − E t . Here, the total particle number N f is equal to the Noether charge Q of the system, which is defined via the timelike component of the 4-current j α =ψγ α ψ as Q = j t dV, where the integration is performed over the element of spatial volume dV = 4πN −1/2 r 2 dr. In the dimensionless variables (17), we then have
A necessary, albeit not sufficient, condition for energy stability is the positiveness of the binding energy. Therefore, since configurations with negative B.E. are certainly unstable, the graphs in Fig. 1 are plotted only toĒ for which the B.E. becomes equal to 0 (except the case ofλ = −100 where the procedure of obtaining solutions is very difficult technically, and we could find them only to B.E. ≈ 0.21; this corresponds to the very left point in the graph). It is seen from Fig. 1 that for allλ there is a maximum of the mass at some value ofĒ (orḡ c ). Such a behavior of the curves resembles the behavior of the corresponding dependencies "mass -central density (energy of oscillations)" for boson stars supported by a complex scalar field (see, e.g., Refs. [7, 24, 25] ). In the case of boson stars, the presence of such a maximum corresponds to the boundary between configurations which are stable or unstable against linear perturbations [25] . Naively, one might expect that for the Dirac stars a similar situation will occur. But this issue requires special studies. 
.
A. The limiting configurations for |λ| ≫ 1
It was shown in Ref. [7] that the maximum mass of Dirac stars supported by a noninteracting spinor field is
For the mass of a spinor field µ ∼ 1 GeV, it gives the total mass M ∼ 10 14 g, i.e., the stars with small masses and radii R ∼ 10 fm. (Then, by analogy to mini-boson stars [26] , one can speak of mini-Dirac stars.) In turn, one can see from the results obtained above that the use of positive values of the coupling constantλ leads to decreasing the maximum mass. In this connection, from the point of view of possible astrophysical applications, it seems more interesting to use negative values ofλ. Numerical calculations indicate that as |λ| increases, there is a considerable growth in maximum masses of the configurations under consideration (see Fig. 1 ). For clarity, in Fig. 2 , we have plotted the dependence of the maximum mass M max as a function of |λ|. In this figure, the solid line corresponds to the interpolation formula
which holds asymptotically for |λ| ≫ 1.
We have found that in the case of the spinor systems considered here, as in the case of boson stars of Ref. [24] , the large-|λ| configurations have the structure that differs significantly from that of the small-|λ| systems. These distinctions are illustrated in Fig. 3 , which shows the spinor field distributions along the radius for the cases ofλ = 0 andλ = −100 (for the case ofλ = −100, we take the configuration with a maximum mass marked by a bold dot in Fig. 1 ). It is seen from this figure that in both cases the main contribution to the energy density (and correspondingly to the mass) is given by the functionḡ. This function decays exponentially to zero in a characteristic length ∼ 1/µ for small |λ|, but for large |λ| is characterized by relatively slow decline out to radii ∼ 2|λ| 1/2 /µ with exponential decay only at larger radii (cf. Ref. [24] ). For this reason, the majority of the mass of the large-|λ| systems is concentrated in the region of slow decline, which becomes increasingly dominant as |λ| increases.
As in the case of boson stars of Ref. [24] , such a behavior of the spinor fields enables one to introduce an alternative nondimensionalization of Eqs. (13)- (16) valid at large |λ|:ḡ * ,f * = |λ| 1/2ḡ ,f ,m * = |λ| −1/2m , and x * = |λ| −1/2 x. Using these new variables and taking into account that the leading term in Eq. (13) is the third term (. . .)ḡ, this equation yields (in the approximation off ≪ḡ)
Substituting this expression into Eqs. (15) and (16), we have (to the same accuracy)
where now N = 1 − 2m * /x * . As |λ| increases, the accuracy of Eqs. (19)- (21) becomes better. In particular, when λ = −100, from the comparison of the exact and approximate solutions, one can observe their good agreement, except the behavior at large radii (see Fig. 3 ). Sinceλ does not appear explicitly in Eqs. (20) and (21), one can use these limiting equations to determine the rescaled total massM * = M/ |λ| 1/2 M 2 p /µ as a function of the single free parameterĒ/σ c . The corresponding results of numerical solution of Eqs. (19)- (21) are given in Fig. 4 , from which one can see the presence of a maximum of the mass,
The magnitude of the numerical coefficient appearing here differs from that given in Eq. (18) by ∼ 10%, that is obviously related to the fact that we do not take into account the influence of the functionf on the approximate solutions. Despite this, one can believe that the above approximation agrees well with the exact solution. Notice also that the calculations indicate that these approximate solutions describe fairly well only systems located near the maximum of the mass, and the deviations from the exact solutions become stronger, the further away we are from the maximum. As in the case of boson stars of Ref. [24] , for the Dirac star the ground state of the spinor field is not a zero-energy state (because of self-gravity). Moreover, at large |λ|, the spinor field is spread over a relatively large length scale |λ| 1/2 µ −1 ≫ µ −1 ; this enables one to neglect locally the derivatives ofḡ andf . This allows the possibility of, firstly, obtaining the solution of the equation for the spinor field (13) in the form of (19) when one can neglect the influence of the functionf and its derivative. Secondly, in the approximation of neglecting the derivatives, one can introduce an effective equation of state. To do this, let us use the components T 0 0 = ε and T 1 1 = −p r of the energy-momentum tensor (6) , where ε is the effective energy density of the spinor fluid and p r is its radial pressure: 
The dimensionless quantities appearing here are related to the dimensional energy density and pressure in the following manner:p r * ,ε * = (p r , ε)/ε 0 , where ε 0 = µc 2 2 /|λ|. Then the relations (18) and (22), using the expression forλ from Eq. (17) , are equivalent to the statement that M max ∼ M [24] where a similar expression has been obtained for boson stars). In the case of boson stars, such a limiting transition from a scalar field configuration to a fluid system when the coupling constant tends to infinity enables one to assume that stable configurations can occur. In fact, both the systems supported by a relativistic fluid [27] and the configurations consisting of a complex scalar field [25] , located to the left of the first peak in the mass in the "mass-central density" diagram, are stable against linear perturbations. It seems reasonable to suppose that the same stability criterium may be applied for the spinor field configurations considered in the present paper. However, this question requires special studies, for example, by analogy with Ref. [6] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The paper studies compact strongly gravitating configurations supported by nonlinear spin-1 2 fields. The use of two spinor fields having opposite spins enabled us to get a diagonal energy-momentum tensor suitable for a description of spherically symmetric systems. Consistent with this, we have found localized regular zero-node asymptotically flat solutions for explicitly time-dependent spinor fields, oscillating with a frequency E/ . It was shown that for all values of the energy E and of the coupling constant λ considered here these solutions describe configurations possessing a positive ADM mass. This enables one to use such solutions for a description of compact gravitating objects (Dirac stars).
From the results obtained earlier for Dirac stars without nonlinearity, it follows that for typical values of the spinor field mass total masses of such configurations are extremely small (see, e.g., Ref. [7] ). Here we show that the presence of nonlinearity of spinor fields can alter the situation drastically. In the simplest case the nonlinearity can be chosen in a quadratic form of the type λ(ψψ)
2 . Then families of gravitational equilibria may be parameterized by the single dimensionless quantityλ = λM 
This mass is comparable to the Chandrasekhar mass for the typical mass of a fermion µ ∼ 1 GeV, for which the dimensional coupling constant λ ≪ 1. In this respect the behavior of the dependence of the maximum mass of the Dirac stars on the coupling constant is similar to that of boson stars of Refs. [24, 28] . Note that, in the absence of gravity, a nonlinear spinor field has been investigated in Ref. [29] relating to the problem of the quantization of an electron. In Refs. [30, 31] , it was shown that the corresponding nonlinear Dirac equation has regular solutions with finite energy (also without gravity). This permits us to assume that in our case a nonlinear spinor field can approximately describe fermions (or quarks) which are in some quantum state where they can be approximately described by some collective wave function obeying a nonlinear Dirac equation. A similar situation occurs in considering bosons in a Bose-Einstein condensate described by the Gross-Pitaevski equation, and also in describing Cooper pairs in a superconductor by means of the Ginzburg-Landau equation.
In conclusion, we would like to briefly address the question of stability of the configurations under consideration. Similarly to models of neutron and boson stars, which can be parameterized by their central densities, one can consider a 1-parameter family of Dirac stars described by the central value of the spinor field g c . The total mass is then a function of this parameter, and for any value of the coupling constant λ, there exists a first peak in the mass (a local maximum). In the case of neutron and boson stars, a transition through this local maximum indicates an onset of instability against perturbations which compress the entire star as a whole. One can naively expect that in the case of Dirac stars a similar situation will also take place. However, this requires special consideration by investigating the stability of spinor field configurations against, for instance, linear perturbations.
